JAPAN MOVES AGAINST AIR RAID DANGERS

A BOOST FOR U. S. JAPAN AMITY

A wireless dispatch emanating from Washington, quoting Tetsuro Nakajima, an emergency Daily News in connection with President Roosevelt's recent fierce call andFrankland, stated that the president's address was especially encouraging and gratifying that such a powerful news source of gratification to all the Japanese people residing in the United States.

A夠老文章的作者是Theresa Gallagher, a member of the United States government hope to enable all United States papers have been shifted strong units of the Pacific Fleet to the Atlantic with the announcement of peace.

YOMIURI CLAMS JAPAN'S POLICY TOWARD UNITED STATES TO BE ANY CHANGE LATER

Germany, June 2—The Yomiuri editorialized that these statements were evidently inspired by the Roosevelt administration's desire to avoid war.

The President, meanwhile, is still convinced that America war effort, except in limited special cases, can be re-There is every reason to expect that action will be taken.

U.S. NAVY READY WITH THREE-YEAR STRATEGY TO COOPERATE WITH BRITAIN AGAINST NAZIS

WASHINGTON, June 2—Joseph Alos and Robert Kinns, Washington correspondents of the Pacific war between governments, confirmed that the attacks on Pearl Harbor have been outdated.

LEADING JAPANESE AND ATLANTIC ISLANDS IN FAREWELL FAREWELLS

Commentators see U. S. Occupation of Dakar and Atlantic Islands in Very Immediate Future

WASHINGTON, June 2—Joseph Alos and Robert Kinns, Washington correspondents of the Pacific war between governments, confirmed that the attacks on Pearl Harbor have been outdated.

AN ARMY POST SOLDIER

Soldiers from Honolulu to Wahiawa Base
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ESCAPE FROM HEARTBREAK
by MARGARET BRUCKER

Vedette Winterson, alone since the loss of her husband, was about to fall under the spell of a mysterious, handsome young man. But when she discovered his true identity, she realized that he had ended his life in a desperate, tragic suicide. Vedette vowed to avenge him.

Vedette learned that the man was none other than Duke Maxwell, her husband's closest friend. Duke had been killed in a plane crash, and Vedette was determined to find out what really happened. Her investigation led her to the heart of a dangerous conspiracy.

As Vedette delved deeper into the mystery, she found herself in grave danger. Duke's former associates were determined to keep her silent, but Vedette was not deterred. With the help of a few trusted friends, she continued her search for the truth.

Finally, Vedette uncovered a shocking secret that would change everything. Duke was not just a pilot, but a secret agent for the government, involved in a dangerous mission. His death was not an accident, but the result of a sinister plot.

Vedette realized that she had to act fast. With the help of her friends, she planned a daring escape from her hiding place. But would it be enough to save her life and bring justice to those responsible for Duke's death?
FIVE EAGLE SCOUT AWARDS MADE TO HILO BOY SCOUTS

At the Hill District Boy Scout Rally and Court of Honor held at the Hilo Boarding School on Memorial Day, Eagle Awards were presented to four Boy Scouts. The Eagle Badge is the highest rank that a Boy Scout can receive and this is the first time in several years that such an award has been made in Hilo. In order to qualify for this award, Scout must have received Merit Badges in 21 different subjects including first aid, swimming, camping, public health and first aid. Scouts who received these Awards were: Robert Montilla, Troop 9; Takeo Takemoto, Troop 30; Rudolph Choy, Troop 31; and Koyei Tamashiro, Troop B.

After the Awards were presented, Scout Master James H. W. Moore gave a Scout Drill and Troop 30 demonstrated saving techniques, Troop 17 presented by several Troops. The life-saving ceremony presented by Troop 23 of Hilo. The ceremony included Teruo Kono, Troop 31; Isamu Shimabukuro, Troop 31; Tooru Sato, Troop 31; Tamotsu Miyashiro, Troop 31; Yukimasa Okamoto, Troop 30; George Gushiken, Troop 31; Hideo Murakami, Troop 30; Kenneth Haina, Troop 9; and Nobuo Sato, Troop 2.

At the Court of Honor which was held on Monday, June 2, 1941 at the Hilo Boarding School, the following Scouts: Robert Montilla, Troop 9; Takeo Takemoto, Troop 30; Rudolph Choy, Troop 31; and Koyei Tamashiro, Troop B were presented with awards.

While the mill of the construction was underway, the first gold discovery was made.

The historian, George Bancroft, gives the honor of the discovery to Marshall, but he admits that in San Francisco, in 1847, Bennet had two small bags containing what he claimed to be gold. His fellow traveling companion, Robert, the miner, admitted that in 1847, he had two small bags containing what he called "gold." The discovery to Marshall, but he admits that in San Francisco, in 1847, Bennet had two small bags containing what he claimed to be gold. His fellow traveling companion, Robert, the miner, admitted that in 1847, he had two small bags containing what he called "gold." Bennet later returned to Oregon in 1849 and continued to find gold.

Japan's Buildings To Be Bombed

TOYOKA, Japan—Built to withstand large destructive, fire and aviation attacks, the most modern and high-grade buildings in Japan will be made safer to assemble and resistent to aerial attacks, according to the report of the Japanese Air Association.

The committee will make a decision on the safety of the highest floor of the buildings in order to comply with the constitution and regulations of the Japanese Air Association. The committee will make a decision on the safety of the highest floor of the buildings in Japan.
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The committee will make a decision on the safety of the highest floor of the buildings in Japan. The committee will make a decision on the safety of the highest floor of the buildings in Japan. The committee will make a decision on the safety of the highest floor of the buildings in Japan. The committee will make a decision on the safety of the highest floor of the buildings in Japan.
Dokuritsu Takes Undisputed Lead In Nisei League

**FINAL SECOND ROUND GAMES OF BUSINESS GROUPS PLAYOFFS**

Final second round games in the HRC commercial softball league, and crucial title in the business man's bracket at Piihonua Park in Hilo on Thursday afternoon, May 21st.

**HONOMU DEFEATS HIRO YBA 4-0 IN 5 INNINGS**

In the semi-final, Honomu defeated Hiro YBA 4-0 in 5 innings to clinch the undisputed lead of the Nisei League.

**SCORES EASY TRIUMPH OVER VISITING OLA**

Scored a quick 15-run victory over visiting Ola in the second round game, and is now at the top of the league.

**INFIELDER GAINS 2ND ROUND LEAD**

With an impressive 4-0 win over visiting Ola, Infielders retained their 2nd round lead in the league.

**13-7 BEATDOWN SEEKS 2ND ROUND TITLE**

Scored a 13-7 win over visiting Ola in the second round game, and is at the top of the league.

**CRAZY BATTING WORKS FOR HONOMU**

Honomu defeated Hiro YBA 4-0 in the second round game, and is at the top of the league.

**COUNTY SUFFERS 1ST DEFEAT OF 2ND ROUND IN PULL review**

Suffered their first defeat of the 2nd round in the recent game.

**HISANO SHINES INollective**

Hisano shone in the recent collective game.
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グランドオープン

主な客室
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庭園

ゲストルーム

ラウンジ

バー

レストラン

……

前記の客室、ラウンジ、バー、レストランは各々、10日から20日の間、8時間稼働しております。
国際協力四千万円

米国決算四千六百万円

陸軍二百億、海軍百四十億等

新制鉄道の東亞仏教徒

映画作製などの新事業

価格形成委員会

改組拡充を断行

戦時経済に一致協力

関東政庁

政府発表

最高裁判所

総務部長津島重一が有力

春の英石油問題
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